Sorcerer’s City: There is tension between
Furrier's Partnership and The merchant's
corporation. There are accusations of price
fixing.

porridge which is the best if you like it at
all. They also have a homemade birch
vermouth that is quite enjoyable.

The House of Kesh: Duke Warat Gorak and
wife have new a son. The family is well.

The Adventurers of the Claw ventured
into the Marsh of Good. They are a month
overdue and presumed dead. We say good
riddance.

Ryan's Archers based in Nathiri Village, in
Algaria is looking to start a new
apprenticeship program. Contact Taran.
A new adventuring group called “The Cleanup Crew” has hit the ground running. They
have found and rescued the king of the elves
of the Valley of Telerie.
Hammers of the Damned: This orc tribe is
rumored to have a new sorcerer working for
them. His name is Half-Tooth. Be careful
venturing into the Mammoth Mountains.
Lanorsal Selshar, Advocate of Ahk: A
traveling magistrate returned home to find his
wife had given birth to their twins. The son
died at birth, but the daughter survived. Her
name is Katelynn.
Cult of Neriah: The local leader of the cult
Eric Gallowglass has announced the
expansion of the shrine in Middletown. The
mayor of Middletown Caramon is grateful
for good people supporting this noble order.
Diamond Port: In the “Domain of the Sea
Hunters” There is a celebration going on. It is
for the investiture of a new local lord Ard
Leonid “Leo”. He is now the lord
representing the dwarves in the area.
Sign of the Grey Boar: This inn in Tiara, run
by Nikorfar, is an older inn. With a new menu
of very superb dishes. The old patrons will
still find some of their favorites, like the
25-6

Lariel Jaissrin a cleric of Allyra says she
has located the “Eye of Venca”. She needs
a group of adventurers to help guard it on
its way to be destroyed. The item is said to
be able to look into and find the darkest
secrets that a person possesses.
The exiled Prince of Pelen; Prince Jerell
Roywyn a Scout of Quitari has destroyed
the Cloak of the Assassin.
BJs Brewery: Started in the city of Brell
last year has opened a 2nd location in
Balder. Cameron is its proprietor and vows
to carry on the tradition of selection and
quality.
Titan's Forge: It is rumored that the
wearing of hats is outlawed.
Amaria, Armavair Village: The Kingdom
lost over ½ of its cherry trees to a blight.
The growers in the area are devastated and
need help to rebuild.
Legate Endred Vorathadar of the
Wayhouses of Dara is urging his followers
to work to thwart any plan they can of the
“Devil Maiden of Agony”.
Mineral Islands, Island Princes, Camtas:
A rust monster broke into a blacksmith’s
shop. The smithy’s soul was stored in an
iron golem stationed inside the shop.
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